
Learning 

Respect

Ambition 

Our vision for learning is….

At Croesyceiliog School, we strive to provide enriching and engaging
learning opportunities, in and out of the classroom, to develop the
skills, knowledge and attributes needed to lead successful lives. We
learn together to become kind citizens that respect others and make
positive choices. Our ambition is to ignite a passion for lifelong
learning.

English Parent Support





Year 10 outcomes 
✓ 221 out of 240 students in year 10 sat their English literature GCSE:

➢ 25% achieving an A*/A GCSE grade

➢ 73% achieving an A*/C GCSE grade

➢ 97% achieving a A*/G GCSE grade

*( this equates to 68% of full cohort achieving A*/C grade)



Exam Walk-Through
GCSE English Language 
Unit 2



What you should have in front of you:

• A copy of the exam paper

• A copy of the resource material

• A pen and a highlighter

• A watch



What this exam paper is all about:

• This paper is Unit 2: Description and 
Exposition. It is testing reading and 
writing.

• The paper is made up of two sections 
[40 marks are allocated to each 
section].

• The exam lasts two hours.



What should I do first?
1. Read the front cover of the exam paper.



Text A



Text B
Text B is adapted from a news story in a national newspaper.



Question A5



Question A7



Text C

Text C is a 
poster 
advertising a 
Cardiff 
foodbank.



Question A8



Text D

Text D has been adapted 
from a blog.



Question A10



Question A13



Question A14



Question A15



Question A16



Question A17



Question A18



Question B1



Question B2



Exam Walk-Through
GCSE English Language 
Unit 3



What this exam paper is all about:

• This paper is Unit 3: Argumentation, 
Persuasion and Instructional. 

• It is testing reading and writing.

• The paper is made up of two 
sections/fifteen questions [40 marks 
are allocated to each section].

• The exam lasts two hours.



Text A



Question A1



Text B

Text B is a poster taken from the Swim Safe website. This 
initiative was developed to help children swim outdoors safely.



Question A3



Question A4



Text C
Text C is taken from a blog about wild swimming.



Question A5



Question A8



Text D

Text D is taken from 
a website about the 
benefits of 
swimming.



Question A9



Question A10



Text E

Text E is a personal 
account which featured 
in a newspaper article.



Question A11



Question A12



Question A13



Question B1



Question B2



1. Try to follow the timings of the paper as indicated on 
the front cover.

2. In Section A, read each text once before attempting to 
answer the questions on it.

3. Highlight the key words in the question and look at how 
many marks and lines are available for it.

4. In Section B, make sure they plan each writing task in 
before starting the response.

5. Once they have completed the exam, use any remaining 
time to proofread their answers. The writing responses 
have a combined 20 marks (25% of the paper total) for 
technical accuracy.

Top Tips Summary



Building on success and moving forward

1. Focus on specific exam skills

2. Focus on accuracy in writing (50%)

3. Provide English Language Masterclass (Tuesday C25 with Mrs Wilkie)

4. Regular skilled assessment

5. Specific targeted in class intervention 

6. Intervention teachers to revise specific skills

7. PPEs in December and Spring

8. WTM before exam

9. Breakfast session day of exam

10. Continual parental support



•Synthesis Skill – Mrs Wilkie B4

•Summary Skill – Mrs Mahoney B6

•Proof reading / Editing Skill – Mr Bunch B3

•Writing Section – Mrs Sharp B5

Carousel of lessons – 15 mins each



Reading Skills - Synthesis
English Language GCSE

Unit 2 and 3



What else do we now know…?



How do you know?

What reading strategies 
have you  used?

What reading strategies 
might we use to pull texts 
together and develop our 

understanding?



Reading Strategies

skimming- to get the ‘gist’ 
scanning- for key 

information
inference and deduction

summarising
identifying viewpoint

Synthesis…?



Learning Objective:
• Use and develop reading skills, including synthesis

so that  -

• we can engage with a range of new texts in preparation for the 
Language GCSE.



• Read the  two texts that you have been given.

• Record key ideas in the graphic organiser.

TEXT A Text B



Link to your 
existing 

knowledge, 
other texts and 

the world 

Consider the 
source and 

context of the 
texts

Use inference 
and deduction 

skills

Summarise 
ideas in your 
own words 

Skim to get the 
‘gist’ of the text

Scan for key 
information in 

the texts



Using all the information you have gathered on your 
graphic organiser answer the following exam question:

Synthesise the information about bees in Text A and Text 
B (10 marks)



How do I structure my answer?

In Text A it says:

•

•

•

•

•

In Text B it says:

•

•

•

•

•



Write your 

definition of  

synthesis…

Share with a 

partner and 

refine.

Reflection



Summary Skill



This lesson we will be focusing on…

Summarising- looking at key steps
to write a successful summary. 



Key Reading Skill

Example Exam questions:

NB. It will always say the word “summarise” in a summary question so there is no catch 
and students need to learn the rules for this skill as it often answered incorrectly by 
students who haven’t revised.  The amount a student should write is indicated by the 
number of marks available.

A9. Summarise what people have done to fix their dental problems.            [5]

A3. In your own words, summarise three tips that Helen offers in her final   
answer.                                                                                [3]

Reading paper-



How to write a successful summary.

Think about- where have you used a summary 
before? How confident do you feel about 
answering a summary question in an exam?





Success Criteria

Success criteria for 
summarising:

Common Errors:

• Must be in your own 
words.

• Using words directly 
from the text –”quoting”

• Only include key 
information.

• Write down everything 
from the text.

• Only question on the 
English exam paper 
where you can use 
BULLET POINTS

• Making vague or unclear 
statements.



Process for successful summarising…

1. Skim the text to get a basic gist of what the text is 
about. (Skim and scan/rapid reading).

2. Underline/highlight key words or details.

3. Ignore details that are not important

4. Write in your own words in bullet points!



Key Vocabulary-
(Highlighted from the text)

Paraphrase-
(Put into your own words)

Example: ‘Meets resistance’ Body will try to reduce the flow of 
the current.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



As the current passes through your body, it will meet resistance in the 
form of your flesh (which acts the same way as a resistor in a circuit). Like 
a resistor, this also creates heat, which is what causes the sometimes 
severe burns that you can receive from an electric shock. 

It's also important to remember that electrical signals are what our 
bodies use to send signals between our nerves including muscle fibres 
and neurons. This then means that our nerves will register false positives, 
causing our muscles to flex for instance. When you watch someone get 
electrocuted in a film online, usually you will see that they get thrown 
across the room like a rag doll. The reason for this is actually that their 
own muscles are throwing them that far by tensing so suddenly. This is of 
interest to the world of strength training, because the power generated 
by the muscles appears to actually be greater than would normally be 
possible through the conscious decision to tense. 

Summarise what happens when someone gets 
electrocuted. [5] Highlight at least five things. 

If the examiner is 
asking ‘what 
happens’ this 
suggests you 
should look for 
actions. So 
spotting verbs will 
be helpful. 



Now… have a go at summarising what happens to 
your body when you get electrocuted.

5 minutes

End



Model Answer
WWW & EBI

• Consolidate summarising skills using model answer and 
reflective feedback.



Feedback
1. Volunteers to read 

your summary and 
WWW/EBI 
evaluation?

2. Fill in the ‘end of 
lesson’ box on your 
sheet including 
how confident you 
feel about 
summarising after 
the lesson. 

Give me 5…
On your sheet -write down 5 new things 
you have learned about summarising.



Proof Reading Skills



















Editing Skill











Writing Accuracy/ Planning for Section B



UNIT 
2



UNIT 
3



APPEAL TO REASON
Most people believe themselves to be reasonable, so appealing to a person's sense 
of reason is the most effective means of convincing them to change their way of 
thinking ('If we don't do this... then... ). 

APPEAL TO CHARACTER
We all share certain common ideas of what is just and fair! Appealing your 
audience’s sense of what is right and fair can be a powerful persuasive device, e.g. 
'Like you, I share a sense of horror and repulsion at what is happening...'. 

APPEAL TO EMOTIONS
Persuasion often succeeds by the careful and considered use of emotion -
especially showing how passionate you feel for 
your point of view. 



Direct mode of address

Alliteration/Anecdote

Facts/Flattery

Opinion

Rhetorical questions 

Repetition

Emotive language

Statistics

Triplets 

DAFOREST (persuasive techniques)





Purpose
• to inform
• to entertain
• to persuade
• to instruct
• to describe
• to review



Audience

Look at the examples.
Think:

Who is it aimed at?
Who would read it?



Format
This is where we look at:

• Structure
• Layout
• Images 



Tone
One way to identify tone is to look 
at it on a scale: FORMAL

INFORMAL



Four Square Planning (Non-fiction writing)

Stage 1
Mind map ideas 
surrounding  topic, 
issue or question.

D1_____________
__

*

*

*

D3_____________
___

*

*

*

D2_____________
__

*

*

*

Stage 2
Underline the three 
best ideas you think 
you could write the 
most about.

Stage 3
Copy your three 
ideas into the 
headings of D1, D2 
and D3.

Stage 4
Expand each idea 
into two/three bullet 
points.



S
U

C
C

E
S
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R
IT

E
R

IA
  

• Accurate writing 

• Varied vocabulary 

• Varied punctuation 

• Range of devices to engage 
• Clear PAFT 

 



Any questions please ask or email:

Mrs Dickinson

DickinsonS5@hwbcymru.net or 
S.Matthews@Croesy.schoolsedu.org.uk

For latest English information follow: @MrsDEngCroesy

mailto:DickinsonS5@hwbcymru.net
mailto:S.Matthews@Croesy.schoolsedu.org.uk

